
Magic Mayors

As school-reform advocates began to aggressively promote their case against the  
tiresomely measured, oh-so-slow oversight brought to public education by non-political, 
democratically-elected school boards, within those districts most persuasively panicked, 
protectively traditional school boards were abruptly disbanded.  Full district control, including a 
deregulated jurisdiction over all operational finances, reform dictates, instructional personnel, 
building administration and curriculum selection was then summarily handed over to…

Well, the new guy.  
That undeniably modern, miracle inducing School Reform King; that truly royal, truly 

inspired leader who, being indisputably The King?  Would surely no longer require any 
bothersomely interactive help from a community elected and complicatedly diverse school 
board.

Gosh; now who, exactly, was this to be?
Ah.  
Why, of course: The mayor!
Because, heck, everybody knew this.  
Big city mayors? 
Gee-whiz, simply through the practical feat of getting themselves elected – well, damn; 

of course; why didn’t we think of it.  Unmistakably, all mayors everywhere, through abilities 
inherent not to any painstakingly accrued hands-on experience, but simply through the magical 
processes attendant to an election understood everything anyone might need to know about 
massively complex, culturally, racially and socially integrated public schools, instructional 
systems, educational methodology, differentiated pedagogy, language acquisition, building 
environment, teachers, parents, poverty, diversity, and kids of innumerable ages and 
backgrounds!

And, although the act of election surely took precedence over any nettlesome requirement 
for an actual hands-on experience, mayor after mayor willing to shun a democratic collaboration 
yet elected to expend a sizable chunk of their newly unrestricted financing in the recruiting of a 
Personal Right Hand.  

Extending huge contracts, no-excuses, reform-intending mayors sat down to peruse the 
suddenly available spate in self-proclaimed, media deified authorities: that growing number of 
self-aggrandizing educational “experts” who – although generally lacking in any long-term 
educator experience; having, even, no educational background at all?  Still undoubtedly (gosh, 
they claimed it so loudly) knew absolutely and exactly what would be required when 
conclusively “fixing” low-income, culturally-diverse schools.  

Certainly?  
They knew more than teachers.  Especially that each year escalating number of school-

score-identified bad teachers.  That burgeoning number of stubbornly selfish educators who, so 
inexplicably, kept speaking up against the ruthless invasions of a no-excuses liability.

And; oh well.  
Surely it was understandable when so many of these magically omnipotent mayors and 

their extravagantly paid Superhero partners chose to not exactly live in the districts they were 
now set to govern.  Surely understandable that, as a general rule?  Their own children could not 
be expected to attend any of the local neighborhood schools.*  These were, after all, simply yet 



more in our nation’s escalating lineup of test-score-targeted bad schools.  Bad schools which, as 
everyone now clearly understood?

Had to be fixed.   
Bad schools which, in the act of being fixed?  
Would understandably necessitate the implementation of multiple hard-hitting, and, oh 

my – Big-Money-garnering – reforms.
In truly compassionate days bent to the no-waiting miracles of a test-based 

accountability, it was not simply the mayor, now, but the mayor’s self-proclaimed Superhero 
Superintendent (two imperial monarchs willing to work side-by-side as an incontrovertible 
royalty) who both said so.  Laboring hand-in-hand;  uttering statements as a team – mutually 
these two powerful leaders could make it unambiguously clear:

Both, they now claimed?  
Were unquestionably on board; both were ready to do whatever was necessary; both were 

willing, even, to spend an unparalleled amount of that governmental and/or philanthropic 
funding in their effort to prove just how bad the so many low-income schools placed under their 
royal jurisdiction: 

Really were.

*In days of a statistical liability, it has become increasingly possible to find “public” school districts where the 
children of not only the superintendent but every member of the school board attend private schools.


